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Brooks contends tuition increase 'inevitOble'
by Gayl · Curtiss
In an attempt to generate additional
unds for school financing, Governor Dan
r- ~vans has recommended to . the state
Legislature that tuition be raised at all
;- tate colleges, universities and community
\ olleges.
I An increase in tuition costs for Central is
mc}\1ded in the . governor's supplemental
udget request, and Dr. Brooks called the
uition increase "inevitable."
Tuition hikes called for in the supplel{llental budget request would be greater at
oth the university and community college
~evel than for Central and the other
-",four-year colleges.
According to preliminary information,
,. the ·tuition increases recommended for
entral would range from $57 annually for
.... resident undergraduate students to $237
annually for nonresident graduate students.
Executive Coordinator for the Council of
::- £igher Education, Patrick Callan, told the

CRIER from his Olympia office, th~
governor's recommended increases followed guidelines set by his office last year.
"The first reeommendation we made to
the governor's office was to increase tuition
by a proportionate inflationary rate of 32
per cent," said Callan.
This additional money' would be used to
augment funds which have been depleted
by rising inflation costs.
"Secondly," said the coordinator, "this
office recommended financial aid be increased so we do not freeze out students
who cannot afford the tuition increase.
"This office encourages student who feel they cannot afford the higher rates, to see
their financial aid officer," concluded Callan.
Earlier this year, President Brooks and
- Vice-President Harrington warned students possible tuition increases were likely.
"Given the financial problems of the
state, we have to · agree that some fee
increases may be necessary," said Dr.

Brooks.
Dr. Brooks indicated he had urged the
governor and his budget office to maintain
the position they held at the beginning of
the current biennium: that state college
fees should not be increased during this·
two-year budget period.
The college president pointed out fees
have increased 92 per cent since 1969 at
Central and the other four-year colleges,
while fees at the universities have gone up
by 41 per cent and at the community
colleges by only 19 per cent ·d uring the same
period.
Tuition at Central would increase by:
resident undergraduate, $57 annually; resident graduate, $78 annually; Vietnam
Veteran undergraduate, $120 annually;
Vietnam veteran graduate, $189 annually;
non-resident undergraduate, $216 annually
and the nonresident graduate, $237 annually.
Central's tuition would go from $507 to

do you think of the
SOUN.DOFF.• What
proposed tuition increase?
Gov. Dan Evans has -proposed increases in the
state's sales tax and business and occupation tax to
provide approximately $250 million to finance schools
through 1977. Evans also proposed increases in tuition
for the state's colleges and universities.
The Crier's "man on the street" interviewed Central
students to find their reactions to the governor's
proposed tuition increase.

"Only if the status of Central
changes from college to University. Otherwise, it's tough enough
for kids to pay now."
Andy Kissling; Mass Media;
Junior

''Taxes are too high now as it is.
An increase is warranted to a
degree, ·considering increased salaries and operating expenses. The
government should increase GI
benefits if it takes place because
the Gis are just making it now."
Steve Johnson; Criminology;
Freshman

"I think the sales tax increase is
okay if it takes the burden off the
property owners. But I don't think
students should pay more tuition-they're already paying enough."
Joe McCullough; Mass Media;
Senior

$564 while UW's would rise from $564 to
$684.

In other financial news relating to the
governor's budget, it appears the State
Office of Program Planning and Fiscal
Management is recommending less funding
for Central and capital improvements than
had been requested.
The college had sought monies for
construction of an addition to Nicholson
Pavilion --a project requested for the past
six years--and funds for remodeling of
McConnell and Bouillon Halls.
Funding apparently included in the
supplemental proposals includes $170,000
for completion of working drawings for the
Bouillon remodeling; $174,000 for the
completion of working plans for the
McConnell Building; $105,675 for the installation of chilled water lines for Dean
Science Hall and $382,400 for the installation of energy saving devices in the campus
boiler facilities and buildings.

"Anything that's going to increase the level ·of education is
good. This is something you can
use all your life. Of course, it
depends on increased services, too."
Don Wolf; Music; Senior

· "I'm against it just because I'm a
student. Tuition seems like it's so
much already." ,
Lynette Kayser; Early Childhood
Education; Junior

"As a student I'd rather not pay
higher tuition unless I know what
it~s going for."
Nancy Campbell; Education;·
Junior
"People are paying enough
taxes already. The system should
be like California's, where students pay no tuition. Increased
tuition and taxes do no one any
good."
Mark
Underwood;
No
major; junior

"If the people ()f other states are
paying more fo.r their school, I
think it's justified in Washington,
because we'd just be catching up.
Washington has about the lowest
tax rate now."
Brad Brown; Accounting; Senior

Percentage of Education grads
identical to last year's total set
There is no oversupply of teachers or shortage of teaching jobs
as far as Central graduates are
concerned.
Plac~ment of teacher education
grad.uates from the college remained at a high level this fall
according to Dr. James Erickson,
dean of the Central School of
Professional Studies.
"Contrary to much national publicity about a teacher surplus -which has driven students away
from the field -- there are jobs
available for well trained and
motivated graduates,"Dean Erickson said.
Of last June's education graduates, 71 per cent now are employed with 62 per cent in teaching
postitions.
This employment percentage,
which Dean Erickson feels is the
highest of the state for teacher
trainees, is identical to the total

~~J;_ fot

the previous year.
Gorne pointed out that 100 per
"We believe that public school cent placement has never been
administrators have confidence in achieved, even during the extreme
the quality of our programs and teacher shortages of the 1960s.
the performance of our gradA number of graduates return
uates," Dean E'.r ickson said.·
to college classes for advanced
The 71 per cent employment and
study; others go into -non-educa62 per cent placement in teaching tion careers; some enter the
posts for last June's graduates
military forces and others marry
means that 415 Central seniors
and leave the job market.
moved into the teaching ranks .
Several areas of educational
A large number of second tax
specialization have developed in
levy failures for state school · recent years for which demand
districts this past year did cause
runs high, Dean Erickson indicadecreases in opportunities for
ted. Among these fields -- with job
teaching jobs, according to I van
placement reaching almost 100 per
Gorne, Central career planning
cent -- are special education for
and placement officer. But the
exceptional and handicapped stuplacement ratio remained at only
dents, an4 technical and industrial
three per cent less that the highest
education.
Elementary school
recorded in 1966-67.
placements are particularly strong
The low point for placement of
for the Ellensburg college.
Central education graduates was
Graduates of Central's educain 1970-71 when. 66 per cent
tion programs have been sought
immediately moved on to fall jobs.
by school districts throughout the
Northwest and in many other
states. While most of last June's
graduates now are employed by
Washington State school districts,
some· have gone to education
Central's Big Brother/Big Sister
Group activities are also plan- positions as far away as American
is a student organization which has ned each quarter. These are times Samoa, according to Dean Erickas its main objective helping when all members in the organizadisadvantaged children in Ellens- tion are invited to join in the son.
burg.
scheduled events. Presently being
As a Big Brother or Sister, an - planned for winter quarter are a
individual is assigned a younger snow party, a spaghetti feed, two
Brother or Sister to be spons,ored.
swimming parties at Nicholson
A lengthy list of proposed
As a sponsor, an individual's and a dress banquet sponsored by
personnel
actions, including reresponsibilities include getting to- the Kiwanis Club.
signations, retirements, reappointgether with his Little Brother or
Big Brother /Sister is traditionments and new appointments, is
Sister to do something (movie,
ally sponsored by the Ellensburg ·
homework, game, talk, walk,
Kiwanis Club which pays most of on the agenda for a special public
swim, shop--whatever sounds fun)
the bills for the large group meeting of the Central Board of
whenever possible--hopefully at
activities, and furnishes rides · Trustees at 3:30 pm Friday, Jan.
23.
least once a week.
where needed.
The trustees, who will meet in
SUB 204, also are to consider final
acceptance of the college's new
library complex.
The two-building complex,
costing more than $6 million, was
· opened for student-faculty use for
the first time early last summer.
The afternoon board meeting is
the stylists at pj's - patty, lihhy and
expected to end at about 5 pm.
Trustees are scheduled to attend
janell - are ready to give you a hairdo
the first half of the college basketball game that evening and then
that will handle well regardless of the
attend a student production of the
situation.
musical comedy "South Pacific."

Big Brother/Sister plans set

New Editor named
Gayl Curtiss, 24, will assume the
ment editor, who will deal with
duties of Campus Crier editor-in- story sources and reporting.
- chief following the Jan. 29 edition.
Wasser has been a reporter an
Curtiss, a marketing major, renews editor of the Crier as well as
ceived a degree in mass communia columnist for the "Kelso-Evercations last year.
green Reporter,"
In discussing the future of the
Crier Curtiss said, "I plan to make
the paper more responsible to the
student population. In doing so, we
will be changing the format to one
of a discussion/forum outlet for
students. Instead of just being a
news source, the Crier will provide
opportunity for people to pre~ent
ideas and ask questiOns ."
"We will be dealing with topics
that relate to students' lives,
problems such as drugs, alcoholism
depression. Yet, it would be· best
not to take a stand on any certain
issues. It would be better to
present ideas and let the students
take them wherever they rwant."
Curtiss, who concedes she could
be called a feminist because ~he
Janet Dugan also returns to the .... ~ believes in the capabilities· of
women, is definitely not anti~male. Crier staff as copy desk editor. 1'
8he has formerly been a copy- - 1
"It might create problems being a
woman editor with a majority of reader and reporter for the publi- ~
cation.
t
female ·staff because males may
Clint Robbins, . Marci Bakf'•, \
feel the paper is unresponsive to
the male," she said. "The news Laura Stout and Tom Damour wiil 11T
be staff reporters. Doug Heimbig-· '
though, will appeal to the entire
ner
will continue his coverage of
student body."
·
sports under the direction of Vic~i"'
Simpson, sp<;>rts editor.

PR students
help depts.

Board meets

a new you.

• •

ellenshurg's only
shop that features
the full line of

@REDl<EN®
and RK products

..,

I
I
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hair designers

corner of 3rd and sampson
962-2550

Gayl Curtis~
Curtiss, who is from Marysville,
has worked for KCWS radio, The
Ellensburg Report for KNDO-TV
Yakima, and served last quarter as
associate news editor of the Crier.
Rich Von Wells will be assuming
duties of Managing Editor in
charge of production and graphics.
Jackie Humphries, current
Crier news editor will remain in
that position. Her duties will
include story review and reporting. This quarter she will be
assisted by David Wasser, assign-

The ASC Presents
''Student Nurses''
Monday, January ·26
7-9 & 9-11
Costs iust so~ i·n the
SUB Theater .
UNDER 18 NOT ADMITTED

Mass media students at Centraf
are being exposed to a new idea iq !
their Community and Press Relations class. Each student will wor1J..-..l
l
as public relations counselor _for
departments on the campus.
-.1, The history department, for., ·
example, will be represented by · media students Terri Reddout and '
Paul Fridlund. During the quarter; they will work closely with t
history faculty in promoting t
wide variety of courses and op_..,.
tions available through the department. Dr. Kent Richards, depart, ·:..•
ment chairman, will assist the
students.
v
They will prepare press releases, feature stories and ma1J"' '
other programs to inform the
public about the many opportul!i- ·
ties available through the histor~
department.
' "''
Of sp.ecial significance during,,
this bicentennial year is a history
course covering the military hi~ _
tory of the American revolution"'
Two faculty members, Dr. Zoltan~-,
Kramar and Dr. Lawrence LowI" ,__ ·
ther, are teaching the class.
The history department is one
of many participating in the prog~· .
ram.

OVERTON'
for tropical fish
& aquarium supplies
located 2 miles North of
Old Vantage Highway
on Wilson Creek Road.

962-9166

Closed
Sun - Mon

~f ntertainment to be varied
Activities and entertainment
>-- provided Central students
this
_ quarter will be a blend of tradition
and innovative new things accord;.. i Ag to John Drinkwater, executive
manager of the Board of Control.
.., Drinkwater said winter quarter
entertainment will include eight
,_,_ films, four dances, two "soft core"
porno flicks and possibly a large
> name concert the first week of
,_ March. ·
Six of the films shown will be
~... super oldies such as Charlie Chaplin and the Marx Brothers. These
"" wHibe-inthe SUB Pit Thur-sday-s
from 12-1 and again from 1-2.
:. Three mini-concerts will be held
during th~ quarter, including the
• rock group, "Rocking Horse";
,. "Tropical Rainstorm" a Latin
American Steel Band; and hypno.> ,, tist Greg Cody ..
On the more cultural aspect, the
· Seattle-First Chamber Dance
Company (classical ballet) will
.. "'a ppear Feb. 5 in McConnell Audi_. torium. The Anny Wyman Dance
Theatre, contemporary dance
_ groups, will be in McConnell
· Auditorium Feb. 25.
_ Friday night dances include
-- "Stella and the Back Porch Re_,.

--

~.If.,,..

FAA speaker
'

A Federal Aviation Administration-conducted Winter Safety Fly. -ing Seminar, sponsored by Central
Aerospace Department, will be
conducted on the college campus
the evening of Thursday, Jan. 15 .
The more than 100 registered
pilots in the greater Kittitas
Valley area will be specifically
invited to the seminar by the
FAA, according to Dr. Lee Fisher,
of the Central Aerospace Depart- ment.
Principal speaker for the semi~ " nar will be Inspector Glenn Veal,
an aviation safety specialist for the
· ~ Spokane General A dation District

->

office of the FAA. His flying safety
responsibilities cover eastern
Washington, Idaho and Montana.
The public flying safety session
will be held from 7 to 9 pm
Jan. 15. in SUB 108.
Veal will show a movie dealing
with an analysis of weatherrelated accidents in Alaska a.s part
of his presentation. He will meet
with CWSC aeJ::ospace students
and campus pilots at 3 pm in
Peterson on the campus.
Information about the seminar
is . available from Dr. Fisher,
telephone 963-2364.

SPECIAL STUD ENT
DISCOUNT
Only $6.50
for the Daily
and Sunday

.,

view," "Thin Red Lin~" and
"Shyanne."
The two "soft core" porno flicks
will be "Student Nurses" (no one
under 18 permitted) and "Beyond
the Valley of the Dolls" (no one
under 17 permitted).
One of the most innovative ideas
for the student body is the
establishment of Papa John's Coffee House, located in the SUB
basement area formerly known as
The Cavern. The coffee house will
be open Wednesday nights from
8-11 and provide students with
folk music, and open microphone,
drama films and poetry.
Goofy's bands will be appearing
in the SUB Pit at noon on
Wednesdays when the bands
agree to do so, according to the
owner of Goofy's.
All planned entertainment is
designed at the low-cost level.
None of the entertainment should
exceed $2.50.
The Board of Control itself will
be changing during winter .quarter. Bob Fisher resigned from the
Board to take a job in Seattle and
the terms of office will exoire for
Kevin Ryan and Jimmy Ellis.
These three vacancies are to be

Times Winter
Quarter

Call. ..

filled during the mid-winter
·quarter elections.
Drinkwater said the Board will
be more actively involved in issues
which affect the quality of student
life, such as Central becoming a
university, the cost of tuition and
other ideas pertinent to students.
This quarter the BOC hopes to
add a new dimension of service
clubs and organizations by providing advising services and rejuvenating tenents union and other
commitees.
"The important thing we want
to emphasize is that students
interested in taking part, making
decisions in ASC should come by
the office and let us know,"
Drinkwater concluded.

·Aliens report
Richard W. Ahern, district
director of the United States
Immigration and Naturalization
Service, Seattle, states that the
Immigration and Nationality Act :
requires that aliens in the United
States on Jan. l, each year, shall
report their address during the
month of-January. This is required
even though the alien has not
changed his address since the last
report. The parent or legal guardian of an alien child under 14 years
of age must submit _an address
report for such alien.
This law does not apply to aliens
here in diplomatic status nor to
those who are accredited to the
United Nations.

if
~ .... .,...,...,...,...,...,...,...,...,...,,..,...,...7,,.,,.,...,...,...,...,...,...,...,...,...,,..,...,...,...,...,...,...,...,...,...,...,...,...,...,...,,..,,..,...,,..,...,...,...,...,...,...,...,..
"
~~-~~~~--------~---~
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Minister named

Buzz Kahn is the new Lutheran
Campus Minister at the Center for
Campus Ministry. He will be here
on an interim basis for a few
quarters until an ordained pastor
can be assigned by the Lutheran
Campus Counsel.
Kahn is currently a lay assistant
at the Cross of Christ Lutheran
Church at Bellevue. He will be on
the Central campus all day and
night Mondays and Tuesdays for
counseling and the spiritual needs
of students.
He will lead a Bible study at the
Center Monday evenings from
7-8:30 for students only. Then
Tuesday from 7:30-9 pm he will
lead a similar study group at the
First Lutheran Church designed
for students and community alike.
This will be a series based on Old
Testament study.
In a short discussion on religion
he explained that many have

prejudices against the Old Testament because the New Testament
has superseded it; but instead it
has merely complemented it. This
is one of the ideas that he would
like to implement into the study
course.
When asked wliether the institutional church has turned the
young person against religion, he
replied that even though it does
have bad marks against it, it is still
God's church and it needs young
people more than ever. "The
church needs the idealism of
youth," he said. And he is firmly
convinced youth still has religious
idealism.
"Many find this idealism, this
religion, is better satisfied by
Transcendental Meditation, radical movements or alcohol. Every
individual is religious--he believes
in something whether . it is God,
gods or other things."

Bottle bi 11 defeated
The tarnished image of bottle
deposit -legislation received another setback when the Seattle
City Elections Office announced
that Initiative #7, a bottle deposit
law proposed for Seattle, had
failed to qualify for balloting due
to the lack of valid signatures. City
law requires about 18,900 valid
signatures to place an initiative
before the voters. Sponsors of the
proposed bottle bill submitted
19,400 signatures, a scant 500
surplus, but election officials found
that 20.9 per cent were invalid.
City initiative measures usually
average 10-12 per cent invalid

signatures, officials said.
Bob Swanson, a student and
Sierra Club officer, was organizer
and chairperson of the sponsoring
committee known as "B3C" (Bever~ge Container ControlCoalition).
Lack of support was _clearly
evident at a meeting in mid-November when Swanson announced
they would make a big drive to
meet the Dec. 12 deadline.
Beverage industry spokesmen
said they considered the measure
to be self-defeating and made no
effort to oppose it. A statewide
bottle bill initiative was defeated
in Washington state in 1970.

BARNEY'S _
(Formerly Beefeater 's -J
wish -to announce

We now hove your favorite
beverage on top.
All Burgers are char-broile·d. for
extra flavor. Yes, the Super
Mother Fan Club still exists.
Check for details.

BARNEY'S
710 N. Anderson

..

..

Moises

964-2267

i!.

- Ellensburg

•
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Ford's straight man
def ends slope spill

,..

Ron Nessen moved his hands over the new typewriter in appreciation.
There was even a hint of a tear in his eye.
God knew he needed a new machine! The old one had been worn to
pieces putting out· releases for the Boss.
Sometimes he wondered why he bothered. After all, who really cared
if Betty said she wouldn't be surprised if Susan had an affair? It wasn't as
if people blamed the candidate for what his wife said.
And anyway, Betty was getting better exposure than the Boss. He
couldn't even get on the Mary Tyler Moore Show.
There were more important matters--like detente (whatever that
was)--to concentrate on, weren't there?
As if to belie detente, Nessen rapidly checked through a pile of
clippings, hoping against hope that the Ford progeny were behaving
themselves. Not even a story about one of them NOT smoking pot!
He sighed in relief. He had only to deal with 11 attacks on foreign
policy this morning. The announc~d Democratic candidates seemed to
have aligned together today. This would be a fun day.
Even Reagan was no problem this morning. Nessen almost smiled.
Then why was he so nervous? Even the Boss thought those cartoons
and jokes were funny. He'd even had some of them mounted where he
did most of his deepest thinking.
Nessen turned to the second pile of papers on his desk. He groaned
silently as he saw another "walk and chew gum" cartoon. Hurling a
respectful epithet at the departed LBJ, Nessen reached for Standard
_
Form 1: the Boss could so do both things at the same time; as a matter of
fact, he was quite graceful.
Why didn't these forms ever seem to do any good?
A photo of the Boss on one knee at the airport brought SF2: an old
football injury; he is quite graceful.
The new typewriter warmed up as Nessen directed the flow of _
material.
To the editor
What was this? A figure half buried in a snowdrift; skis akimbo with
another skier in the background, looking horrified. Good God! It was the
It is widely accepted and proven
Boss again.
that over 80 per cent of all crime
He sure doesn't help much, thought Nessen despairingly. A header, of taking place on college campuses is
all things! Form 1 or form 2? Hell, send them both. If it was just a matter a result of criminal activity by
of defending the Boss' policies, he'd know what to do. But a header? non-student persons. For example:
Nessen glanced at the clock. Three-thirty. Another one-line joke
G.rland l!arceny from autos in
stared up at him from the top of the pile.
1974 involving on-campus vehicles,
"Did you hear: that the President was trapped on an escalator for two .over $3000 worth of property
hours when the power failed?"
stolen and over $1000 worth of
Nessen paused, then turned off the typewriter.
property damage to the victimized
He knitted his brow, and scratched his head.
vehicles. Suspects subsequently
He drummed his pencil.
charged with the major portion of
Finally he called his secretary. "Why wouldn't the President be the crimes were non-students.
Petit and grand larceny from
trapped on an escalator if the power failed?"
persons in 1974 amounting to over
Bernard E. Jensen $2000 worth of property and
currency was found to be the
··················~··································~···············.
result of non-student involvement.
The Crier is now taking·
Burglary in 1974 amounting to
a pp lie at ions for
over $5000 worth of stolen propBusiness Manager. · erty was found to be the result of
non-student involvement.
Car theft in 197 4·involving three
The positio~ requires some· vehicles (all recovered) were the
bookkeeping experience.
result of non-student activity.
What these figures demonstrate
For more information
is the fact that the college student
is the victim of crime on th~
contact (!ail Curtiss in
campus. In many cases, even if the
Sub 218, or the Mass Media
suspects are_ apprehended the
~department, l.&l. 346, 963-3342.
student maintains his status as
•· .................... . ...... '
victim due to the fact that the

.....

ne5t.

.. ........................................................................................................
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SECRETARY
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property is not recoverable. It is
damaged, destroyed, or sold.
The Campus Police practice
vigorous patrol but no two or
three officers can see or hear all
the activity in all the various
places all the time. The campus
student is an integral part of the
safety and security of the campus
community .
We of the Campus Police Department urge the members of
· this community to be involved in
each other's welfare and to take
notice of suspicious activity of
persons on the campus. For .example: if you see a darkly clad
figure lurking in the bushes or
crawling through a window, the
chances are very high that .he is
not the pizza delivery boy; or if
you see a truck with persons
loading bicycles into it, the
chances are very high again that
they are not bicycle repair men.
The point is that over 75 per
cent of all criminal activity, be it
the initiation, middle or ending of
the activity, is observed 'by someone who for · their own personal
reasons, just happens to be in the
area. It is also estimated that
because of apathy many crimes go
unreported or unsolved.

WRrrEltS
Doug Heimbign"r
Laura Stoat
CIRCULATION
David Nighswonger Marci BakeT
Clint Robbins
PHOTOGRAPHERS Brad Hatfield
Roger Gamache
Kay Cory

PBODUCFION
Pam Whitener
!WbvoaWells
DebbeSagor ·
Mary Brummett

ADVISOR
. James Gooclrieb

The chances of a student being a ~
victim at Central are 1 in 200. Jf..c. _
you were a part of that unfortunate· number, there is a 75 per cent
chance that someone knows who ~.,. <
ripped you off, why you · were
ripped off, or when you were / ·
ripped off. You might want to ask..-.
yourself why y~ur fellow student
showed little or no .regard for your <(
dilemma.
,_ ,.
In this close-knit, urban-like
environment at Central, to be safe ~..-,
and secure, we all become our . . ..
brother's and sister's keepers; we
should be concerned with their
welfare and the welfare of their'_,
property. Unfortunately witnesses
that do not come forward to the "
police, in effect, deny you of your•.:::.
necessary rights of life, property
and security.
We urge the involvement, con-,,. _
cern and respect for your fellow
students. Through cooperation we can obtain relief for the victim and ~
the proper adjudication for the D
criminal activity.

I

Officer Janet E. McClellan
Campus Police ""'

The DHr!plaper of Cutral 'uhington State .College
wffkly during dae academic: year except registration. vK.U... ....
the fillal week of eM:b qaartPr. \ 'iews expressed are thMe el II&•
dents, staff and Pditon aot necessarily of Cet1tral W~ S&a&e
College. Advertising matttial preseatPd does not imply ....._.
ment. ~ail subKriptioa pritt: II per quarttt or 13 ,... yMr;
payable to the c-pus Crier, CWSC. Ellensburg. WA 98111.
Secoed dasa poatage paid. Ellensburg. W.\ 98926.

A fish story •••

How often do we

look at something
and not really see
it? Sometimes the
eyes of a child
open our own. The

aquarium in the
SUB is one example.
phqtos b

Pa u I Frid lu nd -

'Peace Cor12s ... different education'

..

Volunteer returns from Brazil
Most students become e~tablish
ed in traditional ways after graduation. Others are different. Eric La
Gasa is one Central student who
wanted something more after
graduation.
Four months after leaving Central in 1971, La Gasa was on his
way to Brazil as a Peace Corps
representative. For the next 32
months he worked as a field
botanist in a small Brazilian
museum.
"The Peace Cprps is a whole
different type of education," La
Gasa explained. "You can go to
school for a million years and not
learn what you do when you live in
another country."
By American standards, La
Gasa lived in poverty conditions.
The small two-bedroom mud house
he -shared with a fellow Peace
Corps member would probably fail
American housing standards.

"This house was really small," La
National Geographic, complete
Gasa said, "but we had all we with a picture of La Gasa.
needed." They ate lunch and
While in Brazil, La Gasa married
dinner at a local hotel for $15 a
Maria, a Brazilian who was a
month.
botany student at ' the Federal
During his stay at the museum, University of Expirito Santo. In
La Gasa had occasion to meet some 1971, she was a high school
very famous men. Perhaps the exchange student in Connecticut.
most notable was Crawford Green- They met through a mutual
wald, the coordinator in the devel- Peace Corps friend and found they
opment of the first atom bomb and had many common interests. He
a former president of the duPont , found intra-cultural courtship
corporation. He is also an avid bird created confusion. La Gasa was
photographer. La Gasa helped him expected t_o obey local customs,
find and identify birds, particular- but he was allowed to . make
ly hummingbirds. During Green- mistakes--sometimes to the amuse- .
wald's stay, they discovered a new ment of the Brazilians.
'variety of hummingbird while on a
Now Eric and Maria are enrolled
routine collecting trip~
at Central. Eric is working on .his
Paul Zahl, senior science editor
master's in biology, and Maria is
for National Geographic, also visitworking on her degree in botany.
ed the museum for two weeks. La
"The American education system
G,asa helped Zahl set up pictures is so far advanced," La Gasa noted,
and served as a guide during his
"I was called doctor in the invisit. The story was published in terior."

photo and story by Paul Fr.idlun<i

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS

1009 o. Street
Centra I WashingtonStateCol1ege

An Interdenominational Charismatic Christian .
Fellowship for Collegians. invites you to the
following weekly meeting at the Chi AlphCI Housel
Tuesday - 7p.m. -Chi Alpha Fellowship Hou·r.
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THE FINEST BEEF!
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ATTENTION: EDUCATION
STUDENTS
The Education Department at
Central continues to offer a program of teacher education that is
eminently successful but little
known. It is the Seattle Urban
Program which prepares teachers
for service in schools where the
emphasis is on different economic,
'. cultural, and racial backgrounds.
Students who wish to learn
more about the program should
meet with Dr. Elmore, Seattle
Urban Qenter supervisor, to discuss the program with him. Dr.
Elmore will be available to speak
with all interested students on
Jan. 26 and 27. Appointments
-should be made fo the ·office of

Clinical Studies, Black Hall 217
(963-3426), for studentsmterested
in meeting with Dr. E;lmore.
WOMANSPACE
f'ounseling and Student Development's Womanspace is sponsoring a series of 'Brown Bag
Discussions' beginning Tue., Jan.
13 at noon in Barge 402. These
discussion groups will meet bimonthly through February. Books
will be available in the College
Bookstore. The dates preceeding
the books represent -the Brown
Bag Session that each will discuss.
Jan. 13--0rlando, Virginia Woolf
Jan. 27 --Selected essays from
Sisterhood is Powerful
Feb. 10--Mrs. Steven's Hears
the Mermaids- Siu'ging, May Sar-

ton
Feb. 24--The Dialectic· of Sex,
Shalmith Firestone
The discussion format will be
very open and group-directed.
Please feel free to attend one or all
of the discussions. Everyone fs
welcome. Hope to hear from you.
SPRING QUARTER 1976
STUDENT TEACHERS
Students requesting a student
teaching placement during spring
quarter should come to Black 217
to up-date their applications by
Jan. 30.
Applications for Option B, Ed.
348B; September Experience, Ed.
300 or 341, Option C Entry Phase,
Ed. 348C, 349C, 399C', Psy. 311;
and student teaching for fall '76,

Come to vvhere the flavor is!!
Come to

winter '77 and spring '77 will be
available in Black 217, Office of
Clinical Studies, beginning Jan. 19.
All applications will be due on
March 19.
PHILOSOPHY COLLOQUIUM
The first Philosop~y Colloquium
for winter quarter will be held
Wed., Jan. 21 at 8 pm in the L&L
Lounge. Dr. Jay Backrach, Department of Philosophy, will present a paper on "Love: What it is
and what it js not."
Coffee will .be available and the
public is welcome. Dr. Bachrach's
paper will be available in the
Philosophy Department Office,
Jan. 16.
FREE YOGA CLASSES
The Anada Margo Yoga
Society and International Sociospiritual Organization. will offer
free classes in yoga and meditation. The beginning class will meet
on MGn., Feb. 2 in SUB 214.
Classes will continue for six

weeks, meeting every Monday at
7:30 pm. The cl~ss will be closed to
new memb~rs after the second
meeting.
The advanced meditation group
will meet Thursday evenings
starting Feb. 5 at 7 pm in SUB 214.
Those who participated in the
beginning class last term are
invited to attend.
For more information call Vishnudivi, at 963-3262.
SIMS
There will be an introductory
lecture on the Transcendental
Meditation Program on Jan. 20 at
7: 30 pm in Black 102.
There will be an advanced
lecture and weekly meeting on
Mondays at 7 pm in SUB 204.
WOMANSPACE
Womanspace, a division of Counseling and Student Development,
is sponsoring a class of Women's
Defense Training. This class will
meet for eight weeks every Mon- "
day night from 7 pm to 9 .pm at
(cont. page 9) '-

FOREIGN CAR REPAIRS
AND PARTS

Pizza Place Country
We like to deliver
Mon -- Sun

Just call us

6 - 12 p.m.

in the

925-9948

Ellensburg

Plaz~

CANADIAN BACON
PEPPERONI
SAUSAGE
BEEF

PINEAPPLE
TOMATO
ONION

SHRIMP
MUSHROOM
OLIVE
GREEN PEPPER

9"
$2.25
2.40
2.55
' 2.75

Any one item
Any two items
Any three items
Four or more items

WA

13"
$4.00
4.40
4.70
5.10

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
603 North Main

925-5539

16'~

I

$5.25
5.80
6.35
6.85

"
''
I

SUGGESTIONS
Hawaiian Treat
Pepperoni& Sausage
Canadian Bacon, Pepperoni, Beef
Shrimp, J:Aushroom & Olive
Sausage, Mushroom & Olive
Super Pizza Place Com bi nation

2.40
2.40
2.55
. 2.55
2.55
2.75

4.40
4.40
4.70
4.70
4.70
5.10

SANDWICHES

BEVERAGES

Ham & Cheese
Roost Beef
Reuben
Corned Beef
Turkey
Salads

Beer
Wine
Soft Drinks
Milk
Coffee
Kegs to go

5.80
5.80
6.35
6.35
6.35
6.85

15 TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION

TM is
--

simple

natural

ec21y
effortles.s
effective
and fun

T

TM

TM _isnot
a re1igion
a diet
a life style
concentration
conte!Tiplation
or difficult

takes·1S~20·min
utes twice dii1y.
. gives energy, enjoy·
ment, ·peace, happiness, reSt and selfactualization.

., ,. Pulllic Presentation

Tuesday, January 20 7:30 pm
CWSC Black Hall Room 102
For more information call 925-2790

catalog
(cont. from page 9)
Campus Ministry - (President's
Holiday observed). The ciasses
will be taught by Ms. Avena
Foote; a qualified instructor. A fee
of $15 will be charged and paid to
Ms. Foote for her teaching skills.
Classes begin Jan. 12. Preregistration is recommended as
the class is limited. Any woman
~ may register by calling Womanspace: 963-2218 between these
times: 11: 30 am to 4 pm Monday
through Friday; 7 pm to 9 pm
Monday through Wednesday; or
by signing up in Barge 402 during ·
the times above.
- BIG BROTHERS & BIG SISTERS
There will be a general meeting
of the Big Brothers & Big Sisters
~ Organization Jan. 21 at 6:30 pm in
Black 107.
RESIDENCE HALL STAFF
POSITIONS
Applications will be accepted
during January from students
. interested . ,in working as Residence Hall Group Advisors · or
• Building Managers during the
1976-77 academic year. The appli. fation papers and job descriptions
may be obtained in the Counseling
and Student Development Center
(for LGA candidates) or the
Housing Services Office (for Manaer candidates) beginning Jan. 5.
SERVICE ORGANIZATION
REACTIVATED
The Intercollegiate Knights, the
oldest National Honorary Service
Fraternity for college men, is
~ being reactivated at Central by

President Brooks.
Men students who are interested in exploring membership
in the organization are urged to
contact President Brooks at his
home or office or attend an
organizational meeting which is
scheduled for the SUB 103, on Jan.
19, at 7 pm. A minimum grade
point average of 2.5 is required for
membership.
SUMMER NDSL LOAN
APPLICATIONS
Applications for summer quarter National Direct Student Loans
may be picked up from March 1 to
April 16 in-the Office of Financial
Counseling & Financial Aid, Barge
209. To qualify for a loan, applicants must have been enrolled
spring quarter, 1976, at Central.
The deadline for submission of the
aid applications to the Office of
Financial Aid is 4pril 30.
Financial .aid applications and
Parent's and Student's Confidential Statements for 19'76-77 are
now available in the Office of
Financial Counseling and Financial
Aid.
Students applying for financial
aid at Central must turn in two
forms:
1. The Central Financial Aid
application must be sent to the
Offi'ce of Financial Aid, Barge 209
by March 1.

Ellensburg welcomes back vacationing students as another quarter
resumes at Central.
photo by P~ul Fridlund

2. The Student Financial Statement or Parent's Confidential
statement must be sent to P. 0.
Box 1501, Berkeley, Calif., by _
March 1.

"HAIR CARE STUDIO
707 N. Main

925-HAIR

Specializing in . . .Pr~cision cutting [by bone structure],
Airwaving, Naturals, Hair Re-conditioning, Frosting,
Thermal Waving, Heat Perms, Ear piercing, and lndividual Lashes.
, .

.. .
·· ·
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.

. .· - .·

a··
:

.

, •... . :~~· 11~. .

J

'

JAZZ

. Stanley Turrentine
8 pm Feb. 1, Sunday
~ Nicholson· Pavilion
.
$ 3.00 'N/ASC
. 3.50 without ASC
~ Hear the CWSC iazz band ·
in the first show.
"'ii

Tick.e ts on sale at Information Booth

Member F.D.l.C.

ELLENSBURG OFFICE
501 No. Pearl St.,
William D. VanHoose Assistant Vice President & Manager

by the way•••••••
' .....

_,
by Brad Hatfield

byRob Mates

THE
KINKS
PRESENT
SCHOOLBOYS IN DISGRACE
RCA LPLl-5102
Since 1964 the Kinks have
sporadically popped in and out of
the music world. As far as commercial success goes, the Kinks
have enjoyed few royalties since
their debut era of 1964-67. You
might say that they are England's
"Grateful Dead." However, I feel
the Kinks have scored again.
"Schoolboys in Disgrace" is probably their best effort since
"Powerman, Lola versus and The
Moneyground," a 1970 LP which
contained the controversial hit
"Lola."
As always, Raymond Douglas
Davies has written, arranged and
produced the album.· It consists of
nine songs which tell of a series of
incidents associated with school
and what happens when you
finally enter that cold, cruel world
of employment. The lyrics are
excellent, especially in "Education." Davies combines a satirical
outlook on education with the
ever-present rhythm section-of the
rest of the band rocking on.
On "The First Time We Fall in
Love," Davies employs a nostalgic
style that sounds very much like
the Beach Boys. His vocals are
used very effectively. The past 10
years have produced a well-polish-

ed singer.
Dave Davies exhibits his usual
style of guitar playing--with a few
extras. "Education," _"I'm in
Disguise," "Headmaster," and
"The Hard Way" all have extremely clean guitar playing. The album
is certainly not a disappointment.
It merely shows what it takes to
be successful for over 10 years.
The LP is a good example of
well-engineered, honest English
rock-n-roll.

If you especially like romance,
adventure and whopping good
action, I want to recommend the
movie "The Wind and the Lion," a
picture based loosely on the historical past. This John Milius
written-and-directed affair, and I
use the term ambiguously, is about
the last of the Barbary pirates
(Sean Connery) who kidnaps an
American widow (Candice Bergen)
and her two children, drawing
attention to the Arab plight in a
pre-WWI Middle East.
Connery is one of the best, most
HORSES ARISTA 4066
subtle actors around, highly' underrated due to his tongue-incheek fiascoes as James Bond, 007,
Patti Smith is New York's
and he carries off this performance
newest sensation. Her debut alexpertly. Candy Bergen is her
bum "Horses" tells what all the
beautiful, sexy self, at her best and
excitement is about. She sings
most natural as a rather silly,
with an incredible amount of
high-spirited woman. Her outrage
doesn't quite come off, but then
feeling, resembling Bob Dylan and
what woman can stay angry faced
Keith Richard throughout the
with Connery's hairy-chested
album. Her band, which consists of
countenance?
piano, guitar, bass, and drums,
The action sequence in the
compliments her many poetic
desert is fabulous, to the point
where it .. overcomes any flaws in
verses.
Her version of the old theme the rest of the story. ''The Wind
and The Lion" is a thrilling
tune "Gloria" is probably the
program, hurt by lack of publicity
hottest tune on the album--it_ and definitely sleeper material. A
certainly is a rocker. Allen Lanier weak supporting cast should be
(Blue Oyster Cult) adds a little accorded any fault given, due to
flair to "Elegie," another good vague character portrayals, and a
rather confused aura in which they
song.
didn't seem to know who they
For a first effort, the album is
were anymore than the audience.
not bad--a little weak--but not bad.
But all in all, the movie is
beautifully filmed, well-conceived
I'm looking forward to Patti IL

and in the "must see" category.
Meanwhile in Sydney Pollack's
''Three Days of The C().ador"
Robert Redford shatters any
mytps that he can't act and that
his success has been measured by
each bat of his baby blue eyes. In
his roll as a CIA agent on the run,
he emits fear from every pore, in
every scene, fear that you can
believe, feel in your guts, identify
with. It will be a shame if this
picture and his performance are
overlooked in the Oscars.
The show starts innocently
enough, with Redford portraying a
"reader" for the CIA, a job in ·
which he does nothing more cloakand-dagger than read everything·
that is published, especially comic
strips and mystery stories, in
hopes of discovering codes,
formulas, etc., that might be hid~
den there. This daily hum-drum is
shattered by assassins who wipe
out the entire crew in his sector,
except of course Redford who is
literally out to lunch and then
comes back to find the seven
victims and realizes he should

have been the eighth. He flees,
unable to trust even his own
company or best friends.
._
He finds Faye Dunaway, a '"•,.
free-lance photographer, in a ski $.
shop and forces her at gunpoint to
drive him to her house. Dunaway, ~
at first an unwilling accomplice,
later ends up a lover and invaluable aide in finding the solution to
this highly involved plot. Faye · -...i
Dunaway is demure while terrified,"trembling her way to_the one ·
performance equal to that she . . .
gave in Chinatown.
'
When Cliff Robertson's wig isn't ....
falling off, he puts in a credible
effort as the stone-faced CIA- "'·
department head who is confused ..
about this senseless slaughter and
seeming involvement by the CIA.
Max Von Sydow is perfect as a -professional killer who views his
job as almost "peaceful." The rest -· of the cast were on their Thespian- ,__
toes, always adding realism arid ~ 1 •
class to an already classy picture.
Pay your money to see ''Three
Days of The Condor." You won't ''~ 
be disappointed.

Directories out soon
Campus directories, .which will
include telephone numbers and
addresses of faculty, staff and
students at Central, are expected
to arrive within a week.

were asked to indicate if they
wanted this information to be open~ _
or closed. Many chose the latter.
While the staff and faculty section- --"
was sent ahead to be printed,
student information was withheld - ·
to see if there would be any change _
in the decisions. After a wait of two months without any signifi-_
cant change, the section was ' finally sent to the publishers.
1

This year, all student names and
information were put through a
computer center, resulting in a
wait for the tape to be developed.
During registration, students

You've all been waiting & we present
a Mini Rock Concert
with Roe king Horse
Mini Concerts are a New Concept in entertainment.

Roe king Horse
• •
JOID US

Monday January

19

8-11 Hertz A uditoriu1n $2.50
An ASC Presentat -i on ..•

e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e -e e e - e e
Check these dates

Activities slated
Thurs., Jan. 15, 1976
8 am-noon Weight Watchers SUB
103
9-10 am
Parking & Traffic
·committee SUB 105
1-2 pm AMG Committee SUB 105
3-5 pm Undergraduate Council
SUB 207
3-5 pm Campus Judicial Mtg.
SUB 209
3-4:30 pm Leisure Services Grupe
5 pm- Women's Swimming with
UPS Nich. Pool
7-8:30 pm Kappa Delta Phi Black
206 7-9 pm Women's Seminar Grupe
7-9 pm Kempo Club Hebeler Gym
7 pmWrestling with Oregon
College Nicholson
7-9 pm FAA Winter Flying Safety
Seminar SUB 108
7-10 pm Campus Crusade for
Christ SUB 204,205,210
7-10 pm B & E_Club SUB 207
9-11 am Leisure Services SUB
210
7-9 pm Yoga SUB 214
7-10 pm
Square Cats
SUB
Ballroom
Fri, Jan. 16, ~976
8 amSquar~ Dancers Conference SUB Ballroom
1-2 pm Pres. Advisory Council
SUB 204,205
1-2 pm Soc & Behavioral Sciences
SUB 206
2 pm - Women's Swimming with
WSU Nich. Pool
5 pm - Women's Basketball Nich
Pav.
7 pm - Swimming U of W here
Nich Pool
Sat., Jan 17, 1976
8 am - Square Dancers Conference
SUB Ballroom
9:30 am-5 pm W.S.F.E. Grupe

2 pm Swimming with U. of
Idaho Nich. Pool
3 pm - Women's Basketball with
EWSC Nich. Pav. Var. Gym.
7-9:30 pm Wrestling witli U of
Oregon Nich. Pav.
Sun., Jan 19, 1976
8 am Search & Rescue Mtg.
Course Courson
8 am Interpretive Training
Workshop Munson
1-3 pm V.P. Advisory Council
SUB 103
6-10 pm President's Organizational Mtg. SUB 103
7-10 pm SIMS SUB 204, 205
7-9 pm Yoga Society SUB 214
7-10 pm
Dance Club
SUB
Ballroom
7-10 pm Gene Prater; SNOWSHOEING SUB Theater
7:30-9 pm B.S.U. SUB 208
8-11 pm
ASC Mini Concert:
"Rocking Horse" Hertz 100
Tues., Jan. 20, 1976
Search & Rescue
8 am Management Course Courson
8 am Career Development
Courson
U.S. Forest Service
8 am Courson
10 am-3 pm L.D.S.S.A. SUB 206
noon-1 pm Ellensburg High School
Band SUB Pit
noon-1 pm Communications Faculty SUB 105
noon-1 pm R.O.T.C. Films SUB
107
3-5 pm Undergrad. Curriculum
Committee SUB 207
6-7 pm Fencing Club Nich. 203
7-9:30 pin SIMS Black 102
7-9:30 pm KEMPO Club Hebeler
Gym
7:30-9:30 pm Basketball - UPS

Homicides
ius t if iable?
To the editor:
Jack Rodriguez, 28, was fatally
shot last Nov. 1 by police officer
Mike Welton in a Yakima restaurant. Craig Jordan, 17, was fatally
shot in the back last Nov. 15 by
police officer John Moore in a
Spokane suburb. Both cases were
reviewed by coroner inquests
which came to the conclusions that
these killings were "justifiable
homicide."
These killings, although appearing at first to be isolated, in fact
are not. They, along with two
other fatal shootings by policemen
in Seattle recently, reflect a pattern of police "modus operandi"
(mode of operation) which is
indeed alarming, and reveals a
need for immediate positive
action. A police badge is not a
license for killing but rather
indicates an obligation to protect
life--all life. We cannot allow our
police to be simultaneously judge,
jury and executioner; to tolerate
this is tantamount to being an
accomplice to "justifiable homicide" which of late has all too often
been a mere euphemism for murder.
All students concerned about
the recent police killings and who
wish to be informed about them in
detail are invited to attend a
meeting in SUB 206 at 7:30 on Jan.

the bottom of the totem pole. He
was branded with many dirty
names when his labor union came
to his rescue. Now, they have gone
too far the other way by trying to
dominate and control with their
demands and money. Much of the
same can be said of our professional groups. Neither group seems
willing to recognize that our daily
bread comes from the soil. Even
though the products of our soil are
our No. 1 hope for survival, the
farmers and ranchers are required
to
pay much more than their fair
To the Editor:
share
of our taxes. They can
The Washington UPI stated ·
produce
enough to feed and clothe
that Sen. Bob Packwood, R.
everybody
if given a fair shake in
Oregon, and Rep. Jim _Weaver, D.
this
economic
struggle.
Oregon, expressed delight TuesYours for a better country in
day Nov. 18 when the House
which to livepassed H.B. 34253. This bill would
Laurence Mellergaard
allow no power dams in Hell's
Canyon.
My question--aren't we today,
beginning to realize that our daily
bread does not come from beauty, To The Editor:
sport recreation, and those lovely
On the Sunday after Thanksfrills that we all so dearly dream giving thousands of people were
about and would hate to give crossing the state under dangerous conditions of icy weather and
away?
_
jammed highways. That night
I am sure that we all can exhausted travelers descended on
recognize that low-cost electricity Ellensburg seeking relief from the
is our economic life blood. And road only to find the motels full.
power, when generated by falling Central came to their rescue by .
water, is less costly than any providing food and lodging for the
stranded travelers.
power generated today. Also,
On behalf of the University
·dams in the Northwest now in .Senate at WSU we wish to express
operation have created more food appreciation to our sister institusupplies for humans, fish, and tion for providing hot food and
wildlife than any other power comfortable housing to the people
in need. Our students and their
endeavor.
parents are particularly grateful
When the labor unions came into for your generous help.
being in the early 20th century,
Reed Hansen
Chairperson, University Senate
the laboring man was down on

19. I further urge those of you who
are weary of student apathy and
complacency to actively partidpat~ with several Central students
and members of the Yakima,
Spokane and Seattle communities
to bring this issue to the general
public and help curb the rise of
"justifiable homicide."
Kenneth Jennings

Tax urged

Icy thanks

PAPA JOHNS . COFFEE HOUSE
-

folk music - open microphone drama films & P.o etry
lay back & take ·in the evening with good local
Entertainment
Wednesdays in the SUB basement
Take a break & Enjoy!
Sponsored by the ASC
To sign up formic., call the ASCoffice 963-1691

8-1 Opm

.T rotters str:-ut their stuff
The Harlem Globetrotters were
in town recently and provided
quite a show for area basketball
enthusiasts. The Trotters performed before a near-capacity
crowd in the Pavilion last Friday
night, as they faced the surprisingly talented California Chiefs.
According to the scoreboard,
the Globetrotters were victorious
over the Chiefs. But the real
winners were .the fans who were
treated to some class entertainm,mt.
The usual faces were present,
funny man Hubie "Geese" Ausbie,

ageless Marques Haynes, tall and
talented Twiggy Sanders and the
· others who make up the Globetrotters' Western touring squad.
The Chiefs weren't lacking in
ability either as they exhibited
their adeptness on the the court.
Made up of amateur ·playercs who
had previously excelled in the
college ranks, the California team
competes against uLhei" amateur
teams and provides competition
for entertainment teams, such as
the Trotters.
Geese Ausbie, the ringleader of
the bunch, lived up to his clown

image with antics and quips that
kept the crowd laughing all evening. He was especially personable
with the kids in his efforts to
involve them in the game.
Besides -being showmen, the
Trotters are also excellent basketball players. Their uniqueness is
thefr ability to mix raw basketball
talents with an assortment of
laughs to produce a final product
of entertainment. This season
marked the 50th anniversary of
the "Magicians of Basketball,"
conceived by the late Abe Saperstein.

COLLEGE STUDENTS:
Work lor yourself••• by working with us!
Graduates and undergraduates at colleges and universities all over the
country have been doing well financially for years by offering their peers
special-rate student subscriptions to TIME, SPORTS ILLUSTRATED
and FORTUNE.
,
You can too.
The only investment is your time and talent. We supply a complete,
effective selling kit that's an accumulation of over two decades of
on-campus selling experience.
You set your own working hours, the commissions are liberal, and
we do the billing. And for extra income you may even participate in
special market research projects .
If you are interested, please apply to: Time Inc., College Bureau,
Time & Life Building, Rockefeller Center, New York, New York 10020.
Please include your name, address, telephone number and name of school.

The Globetrotters played to fans of all sizes during
their . recent game in Nicholson Pavilion.
photo by ,Doug Heimbigner

AFTER

Inventory

Sale
Savings up to 50 % and more
in every dept. in the store
Your chance to save on
winte,r jackets, scarves, gloves,
mittens for e_very member
of your family

HARDCORES
--

January 17th 6 AM
10 AM
19th Quarterly Hardcore

1 oe Schooners

Hardcore T-Shirts $200
I

HardcOre Bumper Stickers
25c - - while they last!
(Only 21 or over during Hardcore Happy Hour)

.HARDCORE HAPPY HOUR

Pizza ilia & W'4r 5t4 (lDuartrr

Indian advisor 'here to help everybody'
By CJint Robbins
"All these kids need is a chance and it is
up to us to see that they get the chance,"
stated Ray Olney, Indian advisor in the
Educational Opportunities Program (EOP)
at Central.
Olney estimated the enrollment of
Indians at Central to be "between 180 and
200. We have 50 from the Yakima Tribe
alone. ·
"Some have come from as far away as
Oklahoma and others are transfers from
other colleges around the Northwest."
Olney is one of 10 advisors in Kennedy
Hall facilities working under Rod Converse,
director of the EOP.
-- · He said that he was available to help
anyone. "Regardless of race or any other
factor, a person has the right to gain things
that will be beneficial 'to him in securing
employment after graduation.
"I believe a person should be here to get
an education in academics. The student
should seek the study he or she needs to get

along after college," Olney continued.
Five new people have been added to the
staJf since 1974, but Olney said that more
funds are needed "because one of the most
important things in the department is
recruiting and we just don't have the money
for it."
Olney explained that there were no funds
for travel. "The budget is very, very tight.
If I go to Seattle to speak with interested
students, for instance, I must pick up most
of the expenses myself."
In reaffirming that he was "here to help
everybody," Olney said that assistance was
available from his office "any time; not just
regular hours.
"We will assist students with housing,
academics, and, of course, the basic problems that occur in the beginning when the
students are just in the process of enrolling.
"Although I'm not a certified counselor or
academic advisor, I do assist the students
with the selections of their classes by
getting in touch with the instructors. If
necesary, I'll go with the student .to assist

Education concerns
legis/Otive session
While funding for public education of the kindergarten through
high school levels will be of
paramount concern for the State
Legislature which opened a special
session this week, there are expected to be a number of higher
education matters come before
lawmakers.
Already given broad news
attention is the proposal for increases in college-university
tuition levels. A recent study by
the staff of the State Postsecondary Education Council indicates
that public college and university
students in Washington are paying
a smaller percentage of the total
cost of education through their
tuition and fees than are students
in other states.
This study and the 'overall state
government funding crisis probably will give impetus to legislative
passage of a tuition increase bill.
Central and the other state
public higher education institutions face continuing operation
cost hikes and all have sought
additional funding through suplemental budget appropriations.

IFYOU CAN DRIVE
ACAR,
-YOU COULD SAVE
YOUR FRIEND'S
LIFE.

Fodm info<m•tion. writ• to'

8

DRUNK DRIVER. Box 2-345 ~
Rockville. Maryland 20852 ~

-
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Since there appears to be a strong
"no new tax" mood in Olympia, the
fate of those new money requests
is cloudy.
Many of the issues unresolved in
the last session of the legislature
will remain "alive" this session and
hundreds of new bills are expected
to be considered. Among the bills
or proposals which may gain
·legislative attention are:
University titles for Central,
_E astern and Western Washington
State · colleges, th~ Council for
Postsecondary Education's preliminary draft of ~ long-range higher
education plan contains a recommendation for red~signation of the
three institutions. Little legislative support was generated, however, when a bill on that subject
was introduced last year.
Student service fees--At least
one legislative committee has been
holding hearings on the subject of
student fees, their uses and controls.
Waiver of tuition fees for some
college employees for purposes of
job upgrade class work-- The two
universities have the authority for
such waivers now but earlier
attempts at extending the waivers
to the state colleges have failed.
Faculty formula and student
enrollment-based budgeting~- The
overall policies may receive legislative attention. but more than
likely will not be altered in this
mid-biennial session.
Collective bargaining for higher
education personnel-- The subject
has been taken up by several
legislative committees during the
interim since the last session and
will be much alive this time.
State pension systems-- A high
legislative priority has been placed
upon the proposal to merge the
state's various systems into a new
and broad program. The actions
would affect college employees.
Public school accountability
through "basic education" curricula, . particularly those in teacher
education programs.

in housing. "I have gone to the people
involved with housing and haven't gotten
any satisfaction. I have seen the Associated
Students president and haven't gotten any
satisfaction."
However, he did say the ASC president
was in agreement with him, "but I'll keep
going up the ladder until I get some results.
The students are getting ripped off with
this $60 deposit fee," he said.
Olney affirmed that his office was
unrelated to the Ethnic Studies program.
"The Ethnic Studies facility is located in the
Psychology Building and isn't connected
with us at all."
.
Also a full-time student, Olney plans to
graduate this spring with a degree in
political science. He was president of the
Associated Students at Yakima Valley
College in 1973-4; the first Indian to hold
that post at YVC in over 40 years.
Olney, in conclusion, reiterated his
office's desire to give assistance to anyone
in need. "If I saw no good in this program, I
damned sure would not be here."

him with any enrollment problems," Olney
·
commented,
He said that he is able to "relate very well
with the students, particularly the Indian
students because I traveled through the
West for several years attending various
Indian celebrations and other events. I
know personally many of the kids."
Olney' himself a member of the y akima
tribe, commented on the start of a language
study class in the Ethnic Studies program.
"The class is in Native American languagethe language of the Yakima tribe. The class
started this quarter and looks very good."
Housing was listed by Olney as a major
problem for all incoming freshmen. "The
student residing in on-campus housing at
Central is expected to pay a $60 deposit for
possible damage, and then, if the student
has to move for a legitimate reason, the
student is unable to get the deposit
refunded. This isn't fair at all to the
student--who wants to lose that much
money unnecessarily?"
Olney promised to research the problem

California bound
•
Harrison resigns
The man principally credited
with the modernized registration
procedure, John Harrison, executive assistant t.o President Brooks,
has announced his resignation
from Central.
Harrison will becbme the Assistant Director of the California
Post-secondary Education Commission, and will be leaving Central Feb. 13.
Harrison explained the job he
was originally hired to do here is
essentially complete with the success of the registration procedure.
Harrison was also largely responsible for the new development
of the new records system and the
planning management system.
During his three years with the
Ellensburg college, he supervised
the college computer center, registration, admissions, and Office of
Institutional Research during the
change over to the more up-to-date
system.
The modernization was culminated this fall with the initiation of a
special computer-based class registration system. At the same
time, Harrison administered a
legislatively-encouraged transition
to remote terminal operation
which reduces duplication of computer equipment and ties the
college to other , large-capacity
computer centers throughout the
state.
Harrison is quick to credit
others with the overall success of
the registration efficiency, and
explained many people spent hundreds of hours getting the system
to work.
"I can't begin to tell you how
many nights or rather, mornings, I
was here until 5, but I certainly
don't regret it now that the job is
done," said the leaving administrator. Harrison also directed the
activities of the college's Alumni
Foundation, Affirmative Action,
and the Information office.
President Brooks has expressed
regret at Harrison's departure
from Central. Brooks credits him

with being able to deal with very
"sensitive" matters effectively and
has accomplished in three years,
what it would have taken another
five years to do."
"Dr. Brooks has not announced
any plans for a replacement yet,"
Harrison explained. "At this point,
the office could be eliminated,
continued as it is, or, enlarged to a
vice presidency.
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Tavern
Happy Hour
All day Sat. and Sunday
.25 ¢ schooners
.35¢ bottles
. 75 ¢ pitchers
1200 fast 10th
0----------~-·-·-----·

VETERANS:
Need extra bucks to help out with school, rent, books,
auto, etc.?

!!!..2.til

year with your Wa1hin9ton Army

National Guard.

snoo to 51400

A YEAR!

Here's how it works. You enlist in the Washington Army
National Guard for one year. You enlist in the grade
you held at the time of your release from active duty,
regardless of branch of service . . . Army, Air Force,
Navy, MarineJ, etc. At the end of your one-year en-

II

I
I
.1
II

listment you can extend for another year or for longer.
Or you can decide not to re-enlist. TRY ONE makes

!!.!....Q.fil is a good parttime job. From $1,100 to $1,400 for one weekend o

sense ... for you and for us.

a month and a two-week camp.

Thirty-eight days

total time, and that $1,100 to $1,400 extra cash on top
of your G.I. Bill. GOOD PAY/ Plus other benniesl

"A Good Part-Time Job I"
- FOR MORE DETAILS CONTACT Co. A 1st Bn 161st Inf (Ml

·-------·--·....._____ ____J
Wenatchee
Phone 662-8005

·

Ellensburg
Phone 925·2933

-

Enlistment Counselor LT. CAIU l. LAWYER

or 92S·1827

_,......

Food Day

RYPTO WANDER LUST
"A ROBOT
PICKS UP
LEE - Kf\A AND
BEGINS
TO CARRY HER DOwN THE
VALLY TWARD5 THE SPACE CRAFTS ... "

. BY

•.•.. CHARLES BURNS
I'LL EXPLAIN: A
NUMBER 'OF YEARS

AGO, ALL OF THE
ON OUR
PLANET WERE

WOMEN

planned

STERILIZED DUE
TO EXCESS IVE
AMOUNTS OF

RADIATION RECEIVED
The world's food crisis continues. Some 460,000,000 people--one
in eight--suffer from severe chronic malnutrition. Food prices soar.
Mean~hile the typical American
diet, with its preponderance of
sugar and saturated fats, is implicated in half of all deaths in the
United States.
Ii sounds serious. It is. Ameri- ... WE ARE NOw
cans are eating themselves sick IN THE PROCESS
while much of the world starves.
OF COLLECTING
And more and more, we can't even
WOMEN FROM
find fresh wholesome foods at
DIFFERENT AREAS
reasonable prices. It's time for OF THE UNIVERSE
citizens to start winning back
FOR THE PURPOSE
control of our food supply. Food
OF BEARING OUR
. Day, April 8, will be t~at time.
CH!LDREN: ..
Fo~ Day, sponsored by the
nonpr~fit Center for Science in
the Public interest, is a national
day of action on the food crisis.
Last year-.colleges and universities
celebrated the first Food Day · all
across the country. Students and
·faculty held teach-ins, workshops
and debates; planted community · Think big: consider setting up
gardens; fasted; raised money and co-ops or buying clubs, even farmthought ab<lut food. Our goal for
ers' markets, for your campus or
1976 -is to convey a deeper undertown.
standing of the problems, and to
· Efforts like these require a lot of
achieve concrete policy changes.
time, energy and planning. Now is
Ban junk foods from school
the time to start pulling together
vending machines. Replace them
your Food Day committee, utiliz. with apples and pears, yogurt,
ing your school as a resource base
unsalted nuts and granola.
for both campus and communityEncourage your city or town--or oriented activities.
your school--to provide idle land to
Contact the national Food Day
would-be urban gardeners. Com- office to help set up activities at
munity gardens already flourish in your school. Write for organizing
Jackson, Mississippi; Syracuse, ideas and suggestions for activities
New York; downtown Sacrament- to Food Day, Washington, D.C.
to, California and 100 other cities. 20036.

COUPON SALE
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DURING

OUR

GREAT WAR ....

Vets -prove enrollment
Veterans who plan to begin
training under the GI Bill for the
first time this winter should act
promptly if they want advance
payment of their educational
checks.
A record 2,691,566 persons
trained under the GI Bill during
fiscal year 1975 and the VA
estimates the number will exceed
three million persons in the current fiscal year.
VA officials explained that if the

~gency receives enrollment certification from the school at least 30
days before the school's 'registration date, veterans who train half
time or more may pick up their
first check when they register for
classes.
The VA said a veteran who
plans to enter school should make
certain he has a certificate of
eligibility. If he does not, one
should be obtained from the nearest VA office.
The certificate must be present-

ed to the school of the veteran's
choice. If the veteran is accepted,
the school will forward the certificate and its enrollment certification to the VA.
Under current GI Bill rates, a
single veteran in school full time
receives• $270 monthly. Veterans
with one dependent draw $321
monthly, with two dependents
$366 and those with three or more
dependents receive an additional
$22 a month for each dependent
over two.

EDUCATION
MAJORS
\

$
$

One Fishwich Basket
for 99e

(reg. $1. 15 )

$
$

i

Lim it one per coupon and one i
$coupon per customer. ·Good only~
i
at Ellensburg Dairy Queen
i
i Coupon expires Jan. 19, 1976 i

i
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Get Ready for a
great year!

Want To

»))

TEACH?

The educational funding crisis in Was.hington State
may deny you the opportunity.
The Student Was.hington Education Association
wants to change educational funding-- but
we need your help.
Join us!

. Dairq
Queen
l 0th and Alder

Do You ReallJ .

Meeting to be held Jan. 29th

925-6101

·.: •Reg. U.S. Pi!t. Off. Am. 0. Q. Corp.© 1972 Am. 0. Q. Corp.

iiiAWY~---

iiiiiiiiiliiiil STUDENT NA TIONAl EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

.;

Contact: Andy McC/oud
9·63-3602 ofter 1Opm

sports

, Back the Cats
Winter athletic seasons are in full swing - and Central's teams are
putting their skills to the test. Come out and support the 'Cats as they
. meet challengers from Northwest colleges and universities.

Help win the race

mARCH OF DlmES

HAWAII

SPRING BREAK ·M ARCH 22-29
Join CWSC grouP. in Waikiki Va.cation
Included: Round trip air fare, {Seattle - Honolulu) nights in
Rey Hotel,
Hertz Rent-a-car for one day (21 yrs.' up driver),
Catamaran Sail, NWA Hawaiian Dollar
· Discount Booklet, Mai Tai Cocktail Party, .
Welcome Breakfast, South Seas Lei.
Ne. . Included: Transportation between airport and hotel,
. -· ·~='-ge handling, meal$ in Hawaii, tips, special
t r~i• "r .baggage insurance.
~: Standar--d Rm. (Twin occup.) $309 per person
Deluxe Rm. ~Twin occup.) $340 per person
(Triple Oecup.) $326 _per person
No air fare only space available
R.eserutiops: L~ted space,· -Required $50 ·per penon
deposit.

FIRST COME - FIRST SERVED.
Gtp••rt: Dr. J·. Waley -crum. Blaek Hall #81, ta.167L
-20 Skyline Dr•• 182-2327~ for -cletai1s and reterVation fonna.

The Corners tone
Tues. Nite .
Foosball Tournament
Happy Hour 8-9
Tournament starts at 9:30 Double elimination
$60° 0 cash prizes $1 so entrance fee

Wed,.esday Nlte

Live Music

.50¢ donation at the door This week: Boulder Creek
9:30 pm until 1 :30

Thursday Niie Live Music
The Cf Inf Greasewood Band
$1° 0 p-itchers

From 8pm - 2am
.25 hot dogs .50 s.c hooners, domestic wine

Music 9:30 ,pm unfit 1 :30 am

.so~ dona--tion

·at the door

Featuring food from 0-Taco~veryday 'cept -Sunday
Lots of new pinners, ·clean foosball tables and

175 Olbums to pick lrom

301 N. Pearl

i

Cent~al takes conference opener

Gooden paces 'Cats to EvCo win Gymnasts ready

for season opener
Lead by reserve Andy Gooden,
the Wildcats successfully opened
defense of their Evergreen Conference college basketball championship with a 73-64 victory over
Eastern Oregon last Saturday
night in LaGrande.
Gooden, 6' 4" junior from San
Francisco, came off the bench to
pump in 14 of his 16 points in the
second half, enabling Central to
break open a tight game. In
addition to his 16 points, Gooden
also contributed a game-high 11
rebounds, five steals and four
assists.
This game marked the sixth
consecutive victory for the Wildcats, who have lost only once in
nine games this season.
The Wildcats captured two tournament championships during the
holiday break. Tourney titles were
won by the 'Cats in the Rainwater
Classic at Pacific Lutheran University and in the Christmas Classic
at Eastern.
Central defeated St. Martin's,
87-70, and Pacific Lutheran, 56-55,
in the first tournament. In the

second, Central beat Whitworth,
55-45, and Eastern Washington,
72-67.
Forward Dave Oliver, the 6'5"
transfer from Tacoma Community
College, is leading the Wildcats
with a 13.2 point-per-game scoring
average. He also tops the squad in

rebounding, pulling down an average 8.6 per game.
Oliver was named the Christmas
Classic's most valuable player
while guard Greg McDaniel,
Castle Rock senior, was the most
valuable player of the earlier
Pacific Lutheran tournament.

Canadians fall to ~cats ·
The Central Wildcat wrestling
team garnered two victories by
wide margins this past Saturday,
scoring wins over Simon Fraser
and British Columbia. The 'Cats
took British Columbia by a score of
33-14. In the nightcap Central
bested Simon Fraser, 31-8.
Both contests were freestyletype matches, which accounted for
some very high scores in individ- ual matches. Bob Pierce racked up
the points as he defeated his
opponent in the British Columbia
match, 25-8, and later that day in
the match against Simon Fraser
scored 38-6 victory over the oppos-

ing grappler.
Coach Eric Beardsley praised
the wrestlers, saying "They did
pretty well, considering it's early
in the season."
This Friday the Wildcats will
take on Oregon College at the
Pavilion at 7:30. OCE appears to
have a respectable squad this
season, with most of their team
members returning. The Wolves
placed second in EVCO last season
behind Southern Or_egon with
Central coming in third.
Beardsley previewed the upcoming match as one that "could
be tough."
·

A Central women's gymnastic
team consisting of seven members
will be opening its season on Jan.
23 at home against Boise State
University.
Returning members on the
team are seniors J' ane Moser,
competing all-around, and Andrea.
Carton competing in vaulting, bars
and beam; and sophomores Tina
LaRoque, competing all-around,
and Joy Rupert, competing · in
vaulting, bars and floor exercise.
New members on the team are
junior Patti Austin, competing on
the beam, floor exercise and
vaulting, and freshmen Kit Boudreaux, competing all-around, and
Sandy Melville, competing in floor
exercise and vaulting.
"We are off to a slow start
because some of the girls were sick
during the Christmas break," said
Deloris Johns, head coach. "We
have a lot of potential on the team
and we will do okay if we don't let
ourselves get psyched out.
"I have seen a great deal of
improvement in the girls from last

~Adeline's Cafe
.:, ~ .;VJ}r- We

Serve Breakfast
~~
~ ALL DAY and DAILY
0
·~,
·
lunch specials$ l .45
Everyday Breakfast special $1.QQ
Winter Hours 7 AM-7PM Monday-Thursday
7AM-8PM Friday .
7 AM-6PM Saturday

Qpen Sundax
315 S. Main

962-9982
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Heaclquart9n For
•T.V. RENTALS AND wn
eREPAIRS
el.ARGE ULEC110N
OF DISCOUNT RECORDS
ANDT

1 · Craig
i! R.C.A. ·Sony
if Zenith
As shoV\ln: e Bruin
red or blue suede,
V\lhite leather $23 95 ·

Mundy's Shoe Store
Downtown Ellensburg

I

year's team. They have started out
much stronger this year and there
is also good potential in the new
people. They lack experience, but I
hope that they will come along as /
the year progresses," Johns said.
The other opponents they are
scheduled to face this season are:
Jan. 24--Seattle--here
Jan. 31--Seattle U, UBC at Seattle
r

u

Feb. 6--Eastern, UW--at Eastern
Feb. 14--U of Montana--there
Feb. 21--WSU--there
Feb. 28--SPC--there
March 6--U of Idaho--there

·SWimmers
to compete
in dual meet
Coming up this weekend at
home the Central Wildcats are
going up against the UW Huskies
Friday night at 7, and against the ~
University of Idaho Saturday
afternoon at 2.
This is the first time UW has
been in a swim meet at Central.
Last year the two schools met for
the first-ever dual meet. Washing- ...
ton won 87-26.
Washington is the best team
Central will meet this year. They
have a very strong front line of
swimmers and their depth is a
plus.
In dual meet competition Idaho
has never defeated Central. Idaho
has several very outstanding
swimmers.
With the Central men's swimming season just underway, nine
have already qualified for the
national tournament. They include:· Eric Tracy, Ed Walstead,
Mike Walstead, Craig Weishaar,
Rus Ferguson, Joe White, Jerry
White, Craig Brown, and Bill .
Miller.
To improve on last season's
record, the Wildcat varsity swim
team can only move up one spot in
national standings. Coach Bob
Gregson's team finished in second
place last year in the NAIA
National Tournament. This could
be the strongest swjm team in the
school's history.
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Pool it

WELCOME BACK!

Here are two of our · Best Selling systems, guaranteed
to satisfy your sonic cravings!
A WARMER PERFORMER

REPEAT OF A SELLOUT!
m.._......_.-.. - 0 0 . ·-0 -- .
We SOlJ1d bettec
.•--. 6 Q 6·~
~~=
Q~~~
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'·6",,I"' kardon I

EIVPIR:

Harman I Kardon 330-B am/ fm stereo receiver
RTR Model EXP-8 loudspeakers
Garrad 440-M turntable
Pickering Vl 5-ATE magnetic cartridge

Large Advent Loudspeakers in Utility Cabinet
Marantz 1060 amplifier
BIC 940 turntable with base and dust c·o ver
Empire 2000E-111 cartrida•

Total Retail Value $672

Stereocraft
Price
$499

HUGE BLOWOUT!
AMPS, RECEIVERS, TUNERS
HARMAN/KARDON630 receiver; 30
watts/ch., with cabinet. NEW.
900 plus receiver; 90 watts/channel in
stereo,32 wI ch in quad
MARANTZ 2220B receiver; 20 w/ch. NEW.
2325 receiver; 125 w/ch. NEW.
PIONEER SX1010 receiver; 100 watts/ch.
NEW.
SA5200 amplifier; 10 w/ch. NEW.
Sound Project 300 receiver; 10 w/ch.
NEW. ,
SAE Mk III CM power amp; highly
regarded, 200 watts per channel. NEW.
SONYTA 1066 amplifier; 15 watts a side.
NEW.
ST 5066 tuner. NEW.
ST 5150 tuner. DEMO.
STR 7065 receiver; 60 watts/channel.
DEMO.
TA3200F; integrated amp. 100 watts/ch.
used, with partial warranty.
TA3140F; a great small-power amp.
30w/ch.
STC7000 tuner-preamp
INTEGRAL SYSTEMS M200 power amp.
100w/ch. NEW.

Total Retail Value$495

Most new, some demo.

List

SALE

395

275.00

750

499.00

300
800
700

249.00
'649.00
599.00

ALTEC EQ-5's (pair, with equalizer)
ESS Temoest 3E
BIC Formula 2
DESIGN ACOUSTICS D-6 (demo) Julian
Hirsch's favorite!
EPI 110 (new)
60

140
200

109.95
149.00

HEADPHONES

1000

750.00

KOSS SP3XC
Pro 4 AA
SUPEREX Pro VI B Clear

170

149.00

170
280
550

149.00
. 250.00
459.00

400

299.00

200

139.00

590
340

489.00

SPEAKERS

Dolby

cassette

COUPON SPECIALS

TDK SD TAPES 25% off
limit 6
SD
SD

List Sale
C-60
C-90

$2.69
$3.99

$1.99
$2.99

500
1050
680
400
190

DUAL 1225 w/ MBlO base, dust cover,
Empire 2000E-III cartridge
1226 w/MBlO, cover, Empire 2000E-III
12~8 w/WB-12 base, cover, Empire
2000E-III
1249 w/WB-19 base, cover, Grado Fl plus
·cart.
SONY 5520 w/Empire 2000E-III cartridge
4750 wI ADC XLM Mk · II cartridge
(direct drive!)
PIONEER PL 12D II wI Empire 2000E III
cart.
PL 15D II wI Empire 2000E III
PL A 45D w/ Audio Technica AT13E
- GARRARD 42M w/ dust cover (new)
40B w/SHURE _M~E_ (used)
THORENS TD 125 AB Mk II w/ ADC XLM
Mk II (demo)

239~00 .

399.00
899.00
569.00
299.00
129.00

KOSS HEADPHONES
List
$44.95

List

SALE

499
112
112
279

369.00
79.00
79.00
199.00

126
74

99.00
59.00

15.95
65
65

9.95
42.95
37.95

232.85

149.95

262.85
287.85

174.95
194.95

386.85

289.95

260
40'0

175.00
320.00

170

109.90

200
240
l:lO
95
510

139.90
179.95
59.95
49.95
399.95

· TURNTABLES

DECKS
TANDBERG 3300X
9200XD_
TEAC4300 auto-reverse
1230 (used)
SUPERSCOPE CD302
(demo)

Stereocraft
Price
$379

limit 1
HV-1

Sale
$29.95

Cartridge
Audio Technica
At 13 EA

List

Sale

$65.00

29.95

TEREDCRIFT

Preener
$5.95 ·
Sale $3.99

Ust

408 North Pearl

Ellensburg
962-2830

Women cagers drop first game

Central's Women's basketball team is working hard
to bounce back from their first defeat. They meet
Eastern Oregon Friday at 5 pm and Eastern
Washington Saturday at 3 pm. Both games will be in
Nicholson Pavilion.
[photo by paul fridlund]

Central's women's basketball
team dropped its first game of the
season, losing to UW, 50-42. Central led at half-time, 21-18.
Sheryl Fageron led Central with
10 points while Colleen Hall and
Kim Grant each had eight points.
' UW's Beth Thorlakson was the
game's high scorer with 16 points.
"We need to work on less
turnovers and positioning for re- ·
bounding," said Pat Lacey, head
coach. "We played pretty well for
the first game and if- we correct
some mistakes, we can come up
with a good team."
The returning players on the
team are senior Terri Short,
forward; juniors Kim Grant and
Margina Young, forwards, and
Linda Ricker, guard. Sophomores
Colleen Hall and Cheryl Mercier
play forward; Cindy Sund and
Becky Turner, also sophomores,
play guard.
New players are junior Julie
Davis, center; freshmen Sheryl
Lapp, center and Vickie Mathews,
forward/ guard.
The junior varsity team consists
of juniors Lynda Bickel, forward;
Mary Dalzell, guard; Nancy Halvorson, forward; Marit Highfill,
guard; Kathy Kuenzi, guard;
Lauri Paterson, g~r_d; _and fresh_:: .

men Barbie Dykers. forward;
Sherill Lockner, forward/guard;
Pam Matheson, forward/guard;
Larla Stillwell, guard; and Maritte
Trump, center.
"After a few more games, I
anticipate having a real good team
during the season," said Lacey.
"We are trying to get together as a
team to qualify for the Eastern
Area Tournament in March."
The teain will be .playing at
home tomorrow against Eastern
Oregon State College at 5 pm and
on Saturday against Eastern at 3
pm while the JV's will be playing
against West Valley College tomorrow at 7 pm and on .S aturday
against Eastern at 1 pm.
"I anticipate a tough game with
EOC as they play a tight defense
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and they like to fast break," Lacey
said.
The other opponents they are
scheduled to face this season are:
Jan. 23--PLU--there--7 pm
Jan. 24--Western--there--7:30 pm ·
Jan. 30--0regon State--there--8 pm
Jan. 31--0CE--there--12 pm .
Feb. 2--SPC--there--7 pm
Feb. 6--Western--here--5:30 pm
Feb. 13--WSU--here--5:30 pm
Feb. 14--SPC--here--3 pm
Feb. 19--WSU--there--5:30 pm
Feb. 22--U of Idaho--there--7 pm
Feb. 24--UW--there--6:30 pm
Feb. 27--PLU--here--7:30 pm
Feb. 28--U of Idaho---here--2 pm
March 4-6--Eastern Area Tournament at Eastern
March 11-13--N.C.W.S.A., A.I.A.
Qualifying at Portland State.
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CAMPUS HOURS

. -CAFETERIA:
Monday - Friday~ 7 am - midMonday - Friday, 7:30 am - 3:30
night; Saturday - Sunday, 11 am - pm.
midnight.
BOOKSTORE:
GAMES ROOM:
Monday-Thursday, Barn - 8 pm;
Monday - Friday, 10 am - 10 pm; ·
Friday, 9 am - 6 pm.
Saturday - Sunday, 1-10 pm.
TENT 'N TUBE:
LIBRARY:
Monday - Friday, noon - 3 pm.
Monday-Thursday, 7:50 am - 10
pm; Friday, 7:50 am - 5 pm;
OUTDOOR PROGRAMS:
Saturday, 9 am - 5 pm; Sunday,
Monday - Friday, 2-5 pm.
1-10 pm.

a day

SNOWSHOE
RENTAL

2°0 a day

SKI SCHOOL LESSONS
TUESDAY OR THURSDAY- NIGHT - ALL EQUIPMENT
FURNISHED -- SHORTIE SKIS
6500·
-

SKIS - BOOTS
CLOTHING
ONLY LIMITED
SELECTION OF SKI
GEAR LEFT
HURRY WHILE
SOME SELECTION
•S LEFT

(

ATHLETIC
SHOE DEPARTMENT
•ADIDAS
* P-UMA
*CONVERSE
*NIKE
SCHOOL SOCKS ALL COLORS

Interested in Young Life
leadership training?
Chri$tian fellowship?
Good tinies?
Thursdays 7:30 pill
Conie and check it out!
For niore 'inforination
call: Jan - 963-2529
Jason - 925-3736 ·Pam - 963-1330

co-rec

sports
Women swimmers take relays
by Vicki Simpson

Central's women's swim team
lost a dual meet to PLU, 101-38,
last Saturday.
The 'Cat victories were Ellen
Waller in the one meter diving
with 128. 70 points and Ardis Bow
in the 200 individual medley with a
2:25time.
School records were set in the
100-yard individual medley by
Bow with a time of 1:09.7; Wanda
Smith placed third in the 50-yard
butterfly.. with a 30.3 time, which
was also a freshman record, and
Sande Minnich set a record in the
50-yard freestyle with a time of

Parallel-"'atti
SK\lNG lS
MIL-ES AHEAD
Of /\NYTHINGELSE YOU GAN
DO WIT-H

YOUR

CLOTHES

ON.

elp us protect your sport, and
ncidentally cut your skiing costs up to
500. Support the U.S. Ski Association
nd see how proud you'll be of the
oney you'll save. For information,
rite: Skiing USSA Style, 1726 Champ
treet, Denver, Colorado 80202.

28.0 only to have it broken by
Chris Watt in the 200-yard freestyle relay.
"There was good swimming and
the girls performed quite ~ell,"
said head ~oach Mark Morrill.
In earlier action, five girls
competed at the UW meet on Dec.
5 with Smith setting a freshman
record in the 100-yard butterfly
with a time of 1:05.39; Phoebe
Terhaar setting a freshman record
in the 100-yard backstroke with a
1: 10.64 time; and the 400-yard
medly team of Terhaar, Smith,
Minnich and Watt setting a school
record with a time of 4:36.2. On Dec. 6, Central took first in
every event except the diving in
the Eastern relays to take the
meet with 124 points.
Eastern had 98 points, Whitworth, 68, . Whitman, 50, and
Idaho, 10.
New freshman records were set
by Minnich in the 50-yard breaststroke with a time of 36.6 and
Terhaar tied the 100-yard individual medley record 'with Bow with a
1: 11.3 time.
School records were set by the
400-yard freestyle relay team of
Watt, Nancy Henry, Bow and
Smith with a time of 4:09.2 and the
200-yard freestyle relay team of
Watt, Henry, Smith and Terhaar
with a 1:52.6 time.
The 'Cat victories were the
200-yard medley relay team of
Terhaar, Minnich, Bow and Watt
with a 2:06.8 time; 200-yard backstroke te~m of Robin Anderson,
Smith, Henry, Terhaar with a time
of 2:17.5; 200-yard breaststroke
team of Minnich, Debbie Busk,
Bow and Amy Delaat with a 2:27.4
time; 200-yard butterfly relay
team of Smith, Bow, Delaat and

Watt with a 2:06~0 time; and the
400 individual medly· relay team of
Terhaar, Minnich, Anderson and
Busk with a time of 5; 52.6.
"I feel that we have a good team
and there is good depth," said
Morrill.
The team will be competing at
home today against UPS at 5 pm
and against WSU tomorrow at 2
pm.

Central's recreation department has scheduled several outings during
winter quarter. For starters there is a moonlight snowshoe hike to Table
Mountain on Friday, Jan. 16 from 4 pm until midnight. The cost will be
$2 per person, and snowshoes will be provided. Today is the last day to
sign up in the Tent 'n Tube.
"WSU is another strong team
There will be a sledding party on Jan. 19. The bus will be leaving the
east end of Hertz parking lot for Blewett Pass at 11 am on Sunday and
that we have to face," said Morrill.
will be returning by 5 that evening. Adults $2; children, free. Equipment
"We should have a good shot at
will be provided.
UPS."
Once again a weekly ski bus is being offered to those who like to spend
The other opponents they are
time on the slopes, or for those who wish to learn the art. A bus to
scheduled to face this season are:
Alpental will be leaving at 5 each Wednesday beginning Jan. 21.
Transportation for all eight weeks is $18 if paid at the time of
Jan. 22---UPS---there---7 pm
registration,
or $2. 75 per trip.
Jan 23--Willamette--thert--l pm
Alpental offers a package deal which includes eight 1 1/2 hour lessons,
Jan. 24--Willamette--there--4 pm
lift tickets and equipment for $88. The equipment can be used at other
Jan. 30--Highline, Eastern, times with no additional cost. Sign up for skiing transportation and
Western, Whitworth--here--2 pm _ lessons in the Tent 'n Tube Shop in the SUB.
For those of you who prefer watching sports, or just wish to spend a
Jan. 31--P~lJ~-~ere--2 pm
.
quiet
evening, Gene Prater will be giving a talk on snowshoeing and
Feb. 6 & 7--UW--there
showing his slides on Jan. 1~ in the SUB Theater at 7 pm.
Feb. 14--Highline--there--2 pm
These programs are sponsored by Outdoor Programs. More
Feb. 26--N.W. Championships at information can be obtained at 963-3537.
uw
For students interested in handball doubles (men's and women's) or
March 18-20--AIAW National women interested in racquetball tournaments, sign up in Nicholson 108
before Jan. 16. For further information, call Rick at 963-1751.
Championships at U of Miami
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$60 Tournament Every Monday Night
Check at the TA V for details
the TA V HAPPY HOUR Schedule
Monday thru Friday 8:30 -- 9:30
Saturday 2:00
5:00 (with peanuts)
$1° 0 Pitchers
$.20 schooners
Sunday Spaghetti Dinner
All you can eat for $1° 0
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Spaghetti, Green Salad, Garlic Bread
4:00 p.m. -- 7:00 p.m. Every Sunday
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TA V Regular prices
ounce pitcher
$1 50
ounce pitcher
$ .80
ounce schooner $ .35
One pound of beer $ .50
Regular hot dog
$ .25
Long hot dog

Simpl_y Sandwich
delivers to
the TA V daily
(except SuJ!day)

$ .40
12 noon to 2 a.m.
Sunday 2:00 p.m. to 12:00

Mon-Sat
TAVHours

'"""'

SOME OF THE BEST PRICES A-ROUND
Posteurized-Homogenized
and

2% Past-Homo
.67¢ /2gal.
1

MILK

Chocolate Milk

.91

MILK

1h gal.

MILK

FARM FRESH

MILK

GRADE A MILK

.66¢

. MILK .
Mon-Sat
Open 1pm-7pm

Closed Sunday

WINEGAR

¢

""'

V2 gal.

DAIRY~--=

Food Coupons Accepted
925-1821
8 Blocks west of Nicholson Pavil~on

Special
Our Own

Whipping ,
Cream
.50¢ pint

